Conjugal immunity of Streptomyces strains carrying the integrative element pSAM2 is due to the pif gene (pSAM2 immunity factor).
Mechanisms of conjugal immunity preventing redundant exchange between two cells harbouring the same conjugative element have been reported in diverse bacteria. Such a system does exist for pSAM2, a conjugative and integrative element of Streptomyces. The apparition of the conjugative free form of pSAM2 in the donor strain during mating can be considered as the initial step of transfer. We analysed the genes involved in transfer inhibition by mating donors harbouring pSAM2 with recipient strains containing different regions of pSAM2. The conjugal immunity was previously thought to be mediated by the transcriptional repressor KorSA. Although the transfer efficiency is reduced by its presence in the recipient, the initiation of the transfer process is not affected. In contrast, the presence in the recipient strain of a single pSAM2 gene, pif (pSAM2 immunity factor), was sufficient to abolish both transfer and initiation of transfer. Thus, the clustered genes korSA and pif act complementarily to maintain pSAM2 in a 'prophage' state under non-conjugal conditions. KorSA is involved in intracellular signalling, whereas Pif participates in intercellular signalling. The Pif nudix motif is essential for its activity. This is the first protein of the nudix family shown to be involved in bacterial conjugation.